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Introduction
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Background
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— Open competitive tender for an investment mandate of £33.5m, key instruction to ‘impress us’ on 
environmental and social integration and impact.

— Proposals received from 59 investment managers with combined AUM of £15 trillion. From 
boutique impact investment managers to multi-trillion-pound global investment banks.

— A shortlist of five invited to present at the Royal Institution to an audience of mission-led asset 
owners and grant recipients that focus on sustainable finance.

— To short list the five managers, we assessed the proposals on the following indicators: 
in-house expertise • intentional impact • stock selection • voting record • engagement and 
escalation • exclusions • impact reporting

— This ‘state of the sector’ report is based on that assessment as a proxy for the ESG sector



In house expertise

— Most asset managers claimed to have in-house ESG expertise, but few did on environmental and social 
(E&S) issues. Many team bios included experience of charity client relationship management, few had 
E&S experience in finance, business, NGOs, academia or government. 

— Weakest proposals were totally reliant on third-party ESG indices and from asset managers with no in-
house ESG expertise. 

— How do these managers know whether their ESG product is credible and how do they propose to 
manage it? 

— Lack of E&S knowledge extended to funds that could evidence internal processes to integrate ESG into 
investment decision making.

— How meaningful can the decision making be?
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Stock selection and intentional impact

— Boutique impact, multi-asset and thematic ESG proposals had the most intentional stock selection 
processes for impact.

— Weakest proposals came from global equity funds that solely relied upon a third party index screen or 
solely excluded fossil fuels (suspected rebadging). 

— Weakest proposals from an impact perspective were solely concerned with ‘mitigating investment risk’.

— The five shortlisted proposals were for multi asset class funds, meeting our liquidity needs with equity 
but also providing access to intentional high-impact, more illiquid asset classes, such as renewable 
energy, microfinance and social housing – offering the twin impact benefits 

— of directing capital to solutions, and using shareholder influence for corporate and 

— market behaviour change. 
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‘S of ESG’
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— Key finding: the ‘S of ESG’ is the poor relation of E&G. 

— Common holdings include tech, media, consumer, utilities, manufacturing, and retail. Many high 
risk from a social perspective, but integration and engagement are obviously far less well 
developed. Some proposals did not cover social issues at all.

— High risk companies kept appearing in the top holdings of global equity funds, e.g. Amazon.

— Lack of consistent, comparable, data across a very wide range of issues often cited for poor 
integration. Exacerbated for some by a reliance on third party data-driven indices. 



Shareholder voting
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— Very wide range of voting behaviour.

— Worst practice was non-disclosure of voting record and outsourcing of voting with no 
accompanying ESG policy or instructions. 

— Best practice included quarterly disclosure of voting decisions, including statements on votes 
against management, votes for and against independent ESG resolutions and abstentions. 

— Best proposals could evidence high levels of support for ESG resolutions, and votes against 
management as part of engagement escalation. Rationale for votes was also communicated to 
investee companies.

— Very few had a presumption in favour of ESG resolutions, but most stated they were 
— willing to adhere.



Shareholder engagement and escalation

— Worst proposals relied solely on membership organisations and collective letters as proof of active 
engagement.

— Best proposals could evidence meaningful engagement programmes, from letters and meetings through 
to more forceful stewardship, e.g. voting against Board re-elections and co-filing shareholder 
resolutions. Engagement went further than requesting better disclosure or distant targets to actual 
behaviour change.

— Many lacked formal engagement policies and processes. A large majority did not have an engagement 
escalation policy. Some managers recognised their policies were inadequate and offered to work with us 
if they were to win the tender. 

— Poor on the ‘S of ESG’ again. Few included evidence of any engagement on priority themes identified in 
our investment policy, e.g. fair pay, decent work, diversity, tax avoidance. 
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Engagement in impact investing
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— Most high-impact or thematic proposals concentrated their efforts on holdings selection, with 
engagement undertaken at that stage. A minority undertook ongoing engagement, primarily on 
impact reporting and, occasionally for funds of funds, on investment decisions. 

— Best proposals provided evidence of impact from engagement, e.g. underlying fund divestment of 
holdings with weak impact rationale. 

— There was little ESG engagement with investee companies despite there being material ESG risks. 
e.g. we saw no evidence of engagement in renewable energy funds on supply chains and sourcing 
of components and raw materials, or in emerging market funds paying attention to human and 
worker rights. 



Exclusions

— Virtually all the proposals received excluded fossil fuels, as per our investment policy. This is perhaps the 
most marked improvement identified in the ESG market. 

— Besides fossil fuels, most only excluded traditional ethical issues such as tobacco, armaments and 
gambling.

— Some asset managers recognised they had policy gaps compared to ours, e.g. unsustainable harvesting 
of natural resources, and offered to work with us to close. 

— Poor on the ‘S of ESG’ again. Many proposals ignored the social exclusions in our investment policy. 

Most of those that claimed adherence did so with a commitment to the UN Global Compact. 
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Impact reporting
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— Best reporting came from purposeful impact funds. Boutique high-impact managers shone. A 
variety of reporting approaches were used, including SDGs.

— Reporting of impact was absent or generally poorer from ESG equity proposals. E.g. among those 
that emphasised engagement, few published their goals and outcomes. 

— Many asset managers acknowledged there was still work to do on impact reporting and current 
practice is often inadequate. 

— A lack of data was often cited as a barrier to comprehensive impact and ESG reporting. 

— The most developed reporting was generally climate change related. Noticeable sector trends 
included portfolio carbon footprint reporting and climate scenario analysis.



Recommendations

— A presumption to vote in favour of ESG resolutions, taking a ‘comply or explain’ approach with 
disclosure of rationale. 

— This should be the starting point for ESG policy. 

— Need to overcome any reluctance to oppose management when necessary or reluctance to support 
independent resolutions.

— Given the very wide range in voting behaviour, adoption as a sector norm has the potential to 
dramatically increase market effectiveness.
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Recommendations

— Active ESG engagement that goes further than disclosure or distant targets to effect real change in the 
near term. 

— For example, on climate change, it should include net zero transition plans with science-aligned short 
and medium term targets. 
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Recommendations
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— Engagement escalation policy. 

— Asset managers should produce clear policy around escalation of engagement and how this might 
happen, e.g. voting against board re-elections, tabling shareholder resolutions and ultimately 
divestment, plus transparent disclosure on the implementation of that policy. 

— Claims to ESG engagement are unconvincing without such a policy and willingness to oppose 
management when necessary.



Recommendations

— Integration of the ‘S of ESG’ into stock selection and shareholder engagement. 

— Develop greater in-house ESG expertise to be able to take a materiality approach to ESG integration and 
make judgements on the best available evidence.

— Support investor initiatives for better company disclosure, e.g. WDI.

— Overcome an aversion to working with social and environmental NGOs.
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Recommendations

— Regular disclosure of all holdings, voting record and engagement activity.

— Including quarterly lists of holdings, statements on votes against management, votes for and against (and 
abstentions from) independent ESG resolutions, and disclosure of ESG engagement goals, methods of 
engagement and escalation, assessments of progress, and outcomes.

— Examination of holdings and voting record is perhaps the easiest way for asset owners to sense-check 
whether ESG claims match their practice. 
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Recommendations

— Mainstream ESG managers have much to learn from boutique high-impact managers on purposeful 
investment, stock selection processes for impact and impact reporting. 

— There are areas where high-impact funds and managers can improve.

— Lack of ongoing investee company or underlying fund engagement after investment should be 
addressed. This should be related not just to improving impact reporting but also to improving impact, 
e.g. ubiquitous ESG issues such as low carbon and just transition, or human and labour rights. 
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Choosing the winner of the ‘ESG investing olympics’

— Audience votes at the selection event on which proposal had the highest environmental, social and 
systemic impact, and their preferred proposal.

— Final assessment covering organisational values alignment, direct impact via our capital, engagement 
impact of direct portfolio, engagement impact on manager’s wider AUM, and potential for systemic 
impact. 

— Much trustee deliberation around which would have the biggest impact on the wider investment system 
– an ‘evolving incumbent’ or a ‘new disruptor’? 

— Winner: Cazenove Capital: Sustainable Growth Fund 

— We are delighted to be cornerstone investors and share a vision for the new fund 

— that includes pushing the boundaries of sustainable investing, radical transparency, and 

— a new collaborative approach with active client participation.
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A new type of sustainable investment fund
Kate Rogers | Emilie Shaw



Our 
choices
matter

ESG is not enough
What matters most is progress 



Asset Management 3.0
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Source: Schroders.

Return

Risk

Return

Impact

Risk

Return

Asset Management 1.0 Asset Management 2.0 Asset Management 3.0
Sustainable investment



Intention
 to meet your 

financial goals

 to have a positive impact 
on people and planet

Action
 investing to avoid harm, to 

benefit society and 
contribute to solutions

 influencing companies, 
managers and policy 
makers to make progress 
towards the sustainable 
development goals

Impact
 measuring and managing 

the impact of your 
investments

 Our solution has 77% 
lower carbon emissions 
and create 5X the social 
value* 

Investing for a better future
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Sustainable Investing 

*as measured by SustainEx, Schroders proprietary impact measurement tool. Emissions based on scope 1 and 2 as measured by MSCI data. 



Intention to have a positive impact
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Committed to being Carbon Neutral from January 2020 and founder member of the Net Zero Asset Managers initiative

Signed the United Nations Global Compact (10 principles for a sustainably managed business)

Majority stake in Blue Orchard, world’s largest impact investor. Collaboration with Big Society Capital

Agreed credit facilities linked to environmental and social targets

Default employee pension scheme in a sustainability fund

Collective Action coronavirus response – raised over £4.3m through salary sacrifice and matching to donate
to charity partners around the world under three themes; helping the helpers, food and essentials and
supporting the vulnerable

Black Lives Matter – signed the race at work charter, committed to diverse recruitment, ethnicity pay gap
reporting, BAME mentoring, anti-racism in the workplace and diversity as an investment engagement topic



Taking Action: Investing for a better future 
A total impact approach

Source Cazenove Capital, 

Climate 
Change

Responsible 
Consumption 

Sustainable 
Infrastructure

Health and 
Wellbeing

Inclusion 
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Adopting the Impact Management Project ABC framework

A. Avoid Harm Ensuring all our investments avoid harm

B. Benefit stakeholders Investing in global leaders in 
sustainability that support social and economic 
development 

C. Contributes to solutions Tackling environmental and 
social challenges through thematic and impact 
strategies, which support the sustainable 
development goals 
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Action: Sustainable Investment Policy
Investing for a better future 
Our intention is to meet your financial objectives, whilst having a positive impact on people and the 
planet by
Investment: 

1. Avoiding harm:

 Screening policy excluding areas of significant social or environmental harm

 Integrating environmental, social and governance factors in the investment process across all 
asset classes

 Supporting the Paris Agreement on Climate Change by reducing total portfolio carbon 
emissions and funding carbon offsets 

2. Benefiting society through sustainable businesses

3. Contributing to solutions to environmental and social need by investing in impact investments

Influence: 
 Influence companies & managers, through engagement and voting, to encourage progress 

towards the UN sustainable development goals and increase shareholder value 

 Collaborate with other asset owners and managers to drive industry change

Exclusions

× Fossil Fuels

× Alcohol

× Pornography

× Armaments

× Tobacco

× Gambling

× High interest 
rate lending



Direct 
Equities
45.4%

Thematic 
Equities
26.4%

Diversifiers
15.2%

Bonds
11.0%

Cash
2.0%

Investing for a better future
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Meeting financial and social objectives

Growth assets 71.8%

Global Direct Equities 45.4%

Schroder Sustainable Growth Strategy 45.4%

Thematic/Impact Funds 26.4%

Vontobel EM Sustainable Leaders Fund 4.3%

Montanaro Better World Fund 2.2%

Impax Environmental Fund 4.7%

Ninety One Environmental Fund 4.8%

M&G Positive Impact Fund 4.3%

Pictet-Nutrition Fund 4.0%

Robeco Sustainable Water Fund 2.1%

Alternatives 15.2%

Diversifiers 12.9%

Trojan Ethical Fund 1.8%

Gold ETF 4.1%

INPP 2.4%

BBGI Infrastructure 1.5%

The Renewable Infrastructure Group 1.0%

Octopus Renewables Infrastructure 1.1%

GRID 1.0%

Specialist Social Impact Investments 2.3%

Schroders BSC Social Impact Investment Trust 0.8%

Civitas Social Housing 1.5%

Defensive assets 13.1%

Cash 2.0%

Bonds 11.0%

UK Treasury Stock 22.10.41 1.6%

Rathbones Ethical UK Bond Fund 1.2%

Threadneedle EU Social Bond Fund 1.8%

US Lyxor TIP’s 3.6%

iShares Treasury Bond 0.8%

Lombard Odier Global Climate Bond Fund 2.0%

Source Cazenove Capital Holdings based on Sustainable Growth Strategy 31.12.2020 risk and returns based on 30 year assumptions and are not guaranteed. Portfolio values can go 
down as well as up. ¹Target return is not guaranteed. The securities shown above are for illustrative purposes only and are not to be considered as a recommendation to buy/sell. 

Sustainable 
Growth

Fund

Return target:
inflation +4%¹



Intention
 Growth driven by sustainable 

business practices 

 “There is no trade-off between 
shareholder return and 
stakeholder interests over the 
long-term.”

Action
 investing in the world’s leading 

sustainable businesses. 

 influencing companies through 
active ownership

Impact
 positive impact

 strong performance

Core Equities: Schroders Global Sustainable Growth
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Supporting sustainable business 

Source: Returns shown net of fees in GBP. Performance shown is past performance and is not a guide to future performance. The value of investments can go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. The 
above fund is for illustrative purposes only and is not to be considered a recommendation to buy or sell. 

18.2%
14.5%

5 years (p.a.)

Schroder Global
Sustainable
Growth Fund

MSCI AC World
Index (Net
dividends
reinvested)

Performance 2020 2019 2018 2017 2016
Schroder Gl Sust
Growth Fund 24.5% 26.9% 3.6% 18.3% 19.1%

MSCI AC World 13.4% 15.8% 0.0% 12.8% 33.0%



Intention

 CPI+2.0%1 and high impact

 Collective action: Expand the 
accessibility of pure impact 
investments 

Action
 High impact housing: 

e.g. Housing for survivors of 
domestic abuse

 Debt for social enterprises2:
e.g. support for people with 
learning disabilities 

 Social outcomes contracts:      
e.g. delivering evidence-based 
support for children on the 
edge of care

Impact

 Achieving better life 
outcomes for the most 
vulnerable in the UK 

 Government backed 
revenues and returns with 
low correlation to equity and 
bond markets 

Specialist Impact: Schroder Big Society Impact Trust 
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Tackling social issues in the UK 

Past performance is not a guide to future returns. ¹ Target return is not guaranteed. 2 Debt for social enterprises may include some equity in funds that invest in both debt and equity, but with a target of no more than 10% of the portfolio 
overall invested in equity. For illustration purposes, not a recommendation to buy or sell



Influence
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Using scale to push for progress 

Source: Schroders, as at 31st December 2020, unless otherwise stated. 1PRI, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 Assessment Reports.
2ShareAction, ‘Responsible Investment Performance of Global Asset Managers’, March 2020.3Schroders Annual Sustainability Report 2019,engagements initiated 5 years ago. 4As at 31st December 2020.

Engagement
Promoting positive change

2,150+
engagements in 2020

140+
Asset manager engagements 
2020

A+
UN PRI annual assessment1

#1 Impact/ ESG
Magic Circle Awards – Best 
Impact/ESG manager 2020 

Voting Power
Active owners

6,500+

307
E & S resolutions voted on 

company meetings votedDedicated institutional ESG 
specialists

ESG integration
Embedded in investment decisions 
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5
Dedicated wealth sustainability 
specialists 

Driving Progress
Meaningful influence 

£500bn+

55%
of company engagements 
resulting in change3

AUM across the group4

SDG 2000
World Benchmarking Alliance Top 10 ShareAction



Using our influence to create meaningful change
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Source: Schroders/Cazenove, December 2020. For illustration purposes only, not a recommendation to sell or buy.

Intention
Improve employer safety and worker conditions

Action
Escalated our concerns because not enough 

progress had been made on Amazon’s 
workforce disclosure to evidence that employee 

conditions are adequate and safety a priority.

Impact 
We voted against the re-election of the lead 

independent director, the most senior individual 
after the CEO/Chairman, Jeff Bezos. We 

confirmed to the company that our vote against 
marks the start of a 12 month window for 

improvement, and that further escalation will 
be considered if no progress has been made by 

the 2021 AGM.

Intention 
Track and eradicate modern slavery in UK 

businesses

Action
Supported a collaborative engagement that 

contacted companies failing to comply with the 
UK Modern Slavery act

Impact 
15 companies out of the 18 contacted have 

updated their modern slavery statements and 
now comply with the act 

Amazon Modern 

Slavery

Intention 
Promote gender equality 

Action
Wrote to all our US holdings with all-male 
boards to explain that if we failed to see 

evidence of change, we would vote against
the chair of the Nominees Committee at the 

next AGM

Impact 
30 of the 40 companies contacted have 

appointed women to board positions

Diversity

The ‘S’ of ESG 



Using our influence to create meaningful change
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Source: Schroders/Cazenove, January 2021.

Intention
Achieve Net Zero by 2050

Action
Became a founding signatory to the Net Zero 
Asset Managers initiative and are committing 
to transition all our discretionary assets under 

management to achieve net zero by 2050

Impact 
Contacted all asset managers on our buy list 
to understand their transition plans and seek 

clarification of their carbon commitments. 
Schroders CEO wrote to FTSE 350 companies 

asking them to publish detailed and fully costed 
transition plans on climate change

Intention 
Reduce fossil fuel financing activity from banks

Action
Analysed over 150 global banks to assess their 
contribution to fossil fuel financing and overall 

climate commitments, so we may identify 
companies to prioritise for deeper analysis and 

engagement

Impact 
Engaging with over 30 banks across Europe, 
North America and Asia identified as material 

financers of fossil fuels. Our intention is to help 
these businesses transition themselves and their 

clients away from fossil fuel expansion 

Net 
Zero

Fossil Fuel 
Financers

Intention 
Remove indirect exposure to fossil fuels from 

sustainability portfolios

Action
Identified third party funds with exposure to oil, 

coal and gas and asked these managers to 
change their policies

Impact 
A large ETF provider with over £9bn across 

their sustainable ETF’s agreed to divest from 
fossil fuels and introduced low carbon targets 

Divestment

Achieving Net Zero requires collective action  



Impact
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77% less carbon emissions, five times the social benefit

Source: 31.12.2020 Carbon footprint is based on the average carbon emissions (tonnes CO2e) of portfolio companies, weighted by their position size based on MSCI data. Social benefit is calculated using 
SustainEx, a proprietary impact measurement tool created by Schroders: Index score +1.3% / Portfolio score +5.9%. For illustration purposes, not a recommendation to buy or sell

Sustainable
Growth 

Fund

Carbon footprint 
reduced by 77%

Our companies Global equities

Avoiding harm: 
No tobacco, armaments, fossil fuels.. 

Benefiting people:
Providing salaries and benefits, 
medicines, connectivity

Contributing to solutions:
Investing for people: Social Bonds, 
Social Housing, Healthcare 

Avoiding harm: 
Minimising carbon emissions

Benefiting planet:
Through influence and investing 

Contributing to solutions:
Investing for the planet: 

Renewable Energy Infrastructure
Green Bonds, Energy Transition 

Social benefit 
increased 5x
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m
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Impact 
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of £1m invested

Source: 31.12.2020 Carbon footprint is based on the average carbon emissions (tonnes CO2e) of portfolio companies, weighted by their position size based on MSCI data. Social benefit is calculated using 
SustainEx, a proprietary impact measurement tool created by Schroders: SustainEx. Source: EPA. Index score +1.3% / Portfolio score +5.9% Based on Sustainable Growth RD Portfolio.
For illustration purposes, not a recommendation to buy or sell

Sustainable
Growth

Fund

Carbon emissions 
171 tonnes
less than global equities

Equivalent to

O
ur

 
co

m
pa

ni
es

The annual energy use of 20 homes

Taking 37 cars off the road for a year

Planting and growing 2,827 tree 
seedlings for 10 years

Key contributors

Medicine provision

Fair wages

Connectivity

Innovation

O
ur

 
co

m
pa

ni
es5.9% p.a. 

‘social dividend’



Innovative Carbon Offset partnership with Ecologi
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Source: Ecologi, as at 5th November 2020 – based on Charity Responsible Multi-Asset Fund – offsets for the Sustainable Growth Fund will be purchased in April 2021. For illustration purposes, not a 
recommendation to buy or sell  

Quarterly tree dividend Supporting high quality reforestation and protection projects



Positive financial outcomes
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Cazenove Capital Sustainability Growth Model - 31st December 2020

Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of an investment and the income from it may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the amount originally 
invested. Source: Cazenove Capital/T24/Lipper/ARC, as at 31 December 2020. Actual portfolios managed may differ from the portfolio illustrated. Returns are stated as % and are net of underlying fund fees 
and 0.80% management fees. ¹The above chart and table show the performance of a simulated model based on the actual past performance of the model’s holdings for the period between the 
simulated launch date 1 January 2017 and the actual model launch date 14 February 2018 . The performance shown from the actual launch is the actual performance of the model. Composite benchmark 
from 1 Jan 2017 to 1 Oct 2020 is: 15% FTSE All Share, 50% MSCI AC World, 11% UK Govt Bonds, 11% Investment Grade Global Corporate Bonds, 13% 3-month LIBOR. From 1 Oct 2020, the composite benchmark 
is: 65% MSCI AC World, 11% UK Govt Bonds, 11% Investment Grade £ Corporate Bonds, 13% 3-month LIBOR.

Annualised returns to 
31 December 2020¹

Sustainability 
Growth CPI +4.0% ARC £ Steady 

Growth PCI

3 month 7.3% 0.8% 7.5%
6 months 11.3% 2.3% 9.6%
1 year 14.3% 4.4% 4.9%
Since Simulated Inception p.a. 9.5% 5.7% 5.6%

Discrete calendar year returns¹ Sustainability 
Growth CPI+4.0% ARC £ Steady 

Growth PCI
2016 N/A 5.6% 11.6%
2017 11.4% 7.1% 9.4%
2018 -3.7% 6.2% -5.6%
2019 17.1% 5.4% 15.0%
2020 14.3% 4.4% 4.9%
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Sustainability 
Growth 

CPI+4.0%

ARC Steady 
Growth 
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Impact
Intention

Action

Transparency
Collaboration

Influence

Investment
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Sustainable Growth Fund

 Attractive financial returns
 Whole portfolio approach
 Delivering positive impact 
 Radical transparency
 Driving change through 

collective action

You choose to invest with 
purpose, to help people and 

planet 

Target return is not guaranteed. . The value of investments can go down as well as up and is not guaranteed. The above fund is for illustrative purposes only and is not to be considered a recommendation to 
buy or sell. 



Disclaimers, risk warnings and regulatory status

Disclaimers
We undertake to comply with our obligations under the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and the disclaimers set out in this section do not exclude or restrict liability for any duty to 
clients under this Act or any other applicable regulatory authority.
Nothing in this document should be deemed to constitute the provision of financial, investment or other professional advice in any way. The material in this document is for information 
purposes only and the services, securities, investments and funds described may not be available to or suitable for you. Not all strategies are appropriate at all times.
We have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained within this document is accurate, up to date, and complies with all prevailing UK legislation. However, no liability 
can be accepted for any errors or omissions, or for any loss resulting from its use. Any data and material provided ahead of an investment decision are for information purposes only. Unit 
and share prices are for information purposes only, they are not intended for trading purposes. We shall not be liable for any errors or delays in these prices or in the provision of this 
information, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon.
We reserve the right to amend, alter, or withdraw any of the information contained in this document at any time and without notice. No liability is accepted for such changes.
This document may include forward-looking statements that are based upon our current opinions, expectations and projections. We undertake no obligation to update or revise any 
forward-looking statements. Actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in the forward-looking statements.

Risk warnings 
You should consider the following risks:
Investment risk: Past performance is not a guide to future performance. The value of an investment and the income from it may go down as well as up and investors may not get back the 
amount originally invested.
Taxation: Statements concerning taxation are based on our understanding of the taxation law in force at the time of publication. The levels and bases of taxation may change. You should 
obtain professional advice on taxation where appropriate before proceeding with any investment. 
Exchange rates: Investments in overseas securities are exposed to movements in exchange rates. These may cause the sterling value of units to go up or down. 
Debt securities: Investments in higher yielding bonds issued by borrowers with lower credit ratings may result in a greater risk of default and have a negative impact on income and capital 
value. Income payments may constitute a return of capital in whole or in part. Income may be achieved by foregoing future capital growth. 
Emerging markets: You should be aware of the additional risks associated with investment in emerging and developing markets. These include: higher volatility of markets; systems and 
standards affecting trading, settlement, registration and custody of securities all possibly lower than in developed markets; lack of liquidity in markets and exchanges leading to lower 
marketability of securities and greater price fluctuation; significant currency volatility, possibly resulting in adoption of exchange controls; lower shareholder protection or information to 
investors provided from the legal infrastructure and accounting, auditing and reporting standards.
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Disclaimers, risk warnings and regulatory status

Risk warnings (continued)
Unregulated collective investment schemes: Unregulated collective investment schemes and other non-mainstream pooled investments (NMPIs) are unlikely to offer a level of investor 
protection equivalent to that available for UK regulated investments. Such schemes may deal infrequently and may limit redemption.
Structured products: Structured products are usually issued by financial institutions and in the event of these institutions going into liquidation or failing to comply with the terms of the 
securities you may not receive the anticipated returns and you may lose all or part of the money you originally invested. If you sell your investment before its maturity date the investment 
may achieve a price less than the original investment. The performance of these investments may depend on indices and defined calculations which may differ from direct investments. 
Gearing: Some of the investments we may make on your behalf could be in investment companies which use gearing as a strategy or invest in other investment companies which use 
gearing, such as investment trusts. The strategy which the issuer of such securities uses or proposes to use may result in movements in the price of the securities being more volatile than 
the movements in the price of underlying investments. Such investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in value and you may get back nothing at all if there is a sufficiently large 
fall. 
Regulated Mortgages: Schroder & Co. Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority to administer, advise on, arrange (bring about) and enter into a regulated mortgage 
contract. Your home may be repossessed if you do not keep up repayments on your mortgage.
All data contained within this document is sourced from Cazenove Capital unless otherwise stated. Where FTSE International Limited (“FTSE”) data is used, “FTSE” is a trade mark of the 
London Stock Exchange Group of companies and is used by FTSE International Limited under licence. All rights in the FTSE indices vest in FTSE and/or its licensors. Neither FTSE nor its 
licensors accept any liability for any errors or omissions in the FTSE indices or underlying data. No further distribution of FTSE data is permitted without FTSE’s express written consent.

Company particulars and regulatory status
This document is issued by Cazenove Capital which is a trading name of Schroder & Co. Limited, who together with connected companies provide the services described.
Schroder & Co Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered office is 
at 1 London Wall Place, London EC2Y 5AU. Registered Number 2280926 England.
Services supplied by Schroder & Co. Limited and connected companies may be subject to value added tax (VAT). Schroder & Co. Limited is registered for VAT in the United Kingdom 
(GB 243868730).
For your security, communications may be recorded or monitored.
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